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Medical case study powerpoint template

A review of sustainable Internet materials sponsored by Stanford University School of Medicine. Presented by the Department of Quality and Clinical Effectiveness in Stanford Health Care. This CME activity aims to improve the knowledge of practitioner practitioners and other healthcare providers about the types of medical errors that can occur and various methods of reducing
and/or preventing these occurrences using the guidelines and standards of the Joint Commission relating to national patient safety goals. Activity is a web-capable interactive program that allows the participant to work on medical events by examining and analyzing root causes and/or helping factors to understand how medical errors can occur. It is a skill that can be used on a daily
basis by healthcare providers to ensure safe patient care. The intended audience of this course is designed to meet the educational needs of physicians and nurses and other Allied health professionals interested in all specialties. Accreditation of Stanford University School of Medicine is accredited by the Continuing Medical Education Accreditation Council (ACCME) to provide
continuing medical education for physicians. Stanford University School of Medicine designates this lasting substance for a maximum of 1.25 AMA PRA Category 1 credits™. Doctors should only claim credit with their participation in the activity. If you want to earn CME credit from Stanford University School of Medicine to participate in this course, please check the information
here before starting an activity. Integration of NPSG requirements in clinical practice in the areas of patient identification, global protocol, labeling and drug reconciliation. Develop practical skills to improve team communication and apply these skills when medical errors occur and prevent future medical errors, in other words, instant feedback. Investigating the root causes and
assisting factors that lead to various medical errors. Develop skills to apply in practice appropriate procedures or steps to ensure that such incidents are prevented in the future. Examples of a case study could be anything from research as to why a single subject has nightmares when sleeping in their new apartment, thans to why a group of people in densely populated areas feel
uncomfortable. The case study is an in-depth analysis of an individual or group of people. Case studies are usually conducted over a sustained period of time, involving various forms of research such as observation, testing, exams and even interviews. Case studies are used in a variety of social sciences and life, and the type of study that is conducted varies greatly depending on
the field of science used. Case studies are usually broken down into categories. For example, illustrated case studies are based on examples or examples of a particular event describing what a situation is like. An example One such study will be children who fear a doctor at an early age. Another type of case study is a cumulative study that collects information from several
locations over different times. These types of studies attempt to reduce repetitive research and focus on collecting information from the past to reach a conclusion. An example of this case study could be something along the lines of pre-existing behaviors in an existing one during different situations. Case studies provide businesses with a platform to demonstrate their ability to
solve problems and provide measurable benefits for customers. The widely used template for a business case study includes introductions or overviews, followed by background information about the customer, reviewing customer problems or challenges, describing the company's approach to problem solving, and summarizing benefits to the customer. A case study is a sales tool
and should immediately engage readers' attention. Use the title to highlight the benefits that matter to the reader. Headlines such as How a manufacturer saved millions of dollars in inventory costs, or How a retailer increased sales per square foot by 15 percent, appeal to companies facing similar challenges and offer a reason to read on. Busy customers don't have time to read
the entire content of any marketing connection they receive. By summarizing the main points of the case in a general or executable summary, you can save readers time and help them decide whether there is any value in reading the full study and considering most of your company. The overview should briefly describe the customer's challenge and include a bullet point list of key
benefits. Including information about trends and developments in the customer industry shows that you have an understanding of the issues ahead of that market and helps to create your own credentials. In addition to describing economic and business conditions in the market, describe the customer's position, achievements and goals. APG Marketing Consulting recommends
using a storytelling approach to engage readers and give more impact to a case study. For example, describe how a customer faces a serious problem, such as losing market share or facing increased costs. Explain why previous efforts failed to solve problems, and then show how these problems threaten the customer's business. Continue the storytelling analogy, explain how
your company deals with customer problems. Describe the resources and expertise you are able to bring to the project. Includes customer problem analysis and strategy you are recommended to overcome, including budgets and time scales. To demonstrate the success of the project, it includes a list of tangible benefits. For example, the project may have resulted in increased
sales or market share, reduced production costs or improved productivity. Provide, if possible That customer would be happy to be to the public. Includes customer quotes about the value of the project business to add authority to the case. Medical Alert Monitoring Service Brand Bay Medical Bell sees continued year-over-year growth by focusing on building and maintaining its
brand reputation and earning trust with customers through its ConsumerAffairs profile page. Providing support for emotional customer investment baseBay is designed to ring medical services for anyone who has a history of falling or suffering from a medical condition that can cause them to fall, understated or lose consciousness, but the user base is primarily composed of senior
citizens. A large majority of those who make the purchase decision are adult children or caregivers of these people, and there is a strong understandable emotional component to this decision. Challenge: Selling a piece of mindWhen there is more than one financial investment at stake, but also an emotional investment, customers should feel confident in the confidence of the
services they sign up for their loved ones or themselves. Read the full case study here. PowerPoint provides very useful resources called templates that automatically create the basis and framework of your presentation. If you can't quite create one that's just right for you, you can create your own. Here's how to do it. Creating a custom PowerPoint template to create a custom
PowerPoint template, you need to open a blank view first. You can do this by clicking the File tab and then selecting new one in the left frame. A large library of templates will appear, but since that's not what we're looking for, go ahead and choose the blank display option. Next, you need to choose slide orientation and size. In the Customize Design tab group, select the slide size
button. A small drop-down menu will appear. Click here to customize the slide size option. The Slide Size dialog box will appear. Here, you can (1) adjust the slide height and width or simply select a predefined option from the drop-down menu, and (2) select slide orientation. The rest of the template creation will be done in the Master PowerPoint slide. Slide Master allows you to
customize presentation fonts, headings, and colors in one place, use the selection to make all your slides. It allows you to maintain consistency throughout the mold, as well as eliminate the need to make changes to each individual slide. Related: How to change the default font in PowerPoint to access master slides, click the View tab and then select Master Slideshow in the
Master View group. The slide master will appear in the left pane. The master of the slide is the upper thumbnail that appears in the frame. Each sub-thumbnail represents every slide layout in your theme. Your edits to Master Slides will affect any slide layout. this is where magic happens . First, you can choose a unique theme It will be your PowerPoint template. To do this, select
Themes in the Slide Master theme editing group. A drop-down menu will appear, providing a large library of select themes. Each theme comes with its own fonts and effects. Browse through the collection and choose one you like. You can also choose a background style for the theme you choose. Select Background Styles in the Background group, and then select the style you
want from the drop-down menu. If you want to customize placeholders in the slide, you can do so by selecting one of the options from the Placeholder insert menu. You can find this option in the Master Layout group. When you select the slide where you want to put a placeholder out of the frame on the left and type the placeholder you want to insert from the menu, click and drag
your cursor to draw the placeholder box. Repeat this process until they are happy with the location holders in their format. Once you've finished with this, all that's left to do is save your custom template. Save your custom template to save the PowerPoint Presentation (.pptx) as a template (.potx), click file tab and then press Save As button. In the Other Locations group, select
Browse. The Save As dialog box will pop up then. Select the box next to Save as type, and then select the PowerPoint template from the options list. When you select the PowerPoint template file type, PowerPoint will redirect you to the Custom Office Templates folder. This is where you want to save your template. Click the Save button. Now your template is saved and ready to
use. To find your template the next time you open PowerPoint, click the File tab and select the new button. Next, select the custom tab, and then select custom office templates option. You will now see your custom template. Select it to start using your custom PowerPoint template. Template.
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